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Act iv is ion's  decis ion of  bundl ing in  'Cal l  of  Duty  4 :
Remastered' exclusively with the special edition of last years
'Infinite Warfare' was slammed by critics and customers alike.
Adding salt to that fresh wound, Activision then decided to
include new DLC map packs at a 15$ cost. The most disgust-
ing fact about this addition - it was 9$ when they released it 9
years ago. It's safe to say 'COD4: Remastered' left a sour taste
in the mouth. But a few months later Blizzard dropped a
bombshell with the announcement of 'Starcraft: Remastered' -
set to release later this year. Blizzard hasn't put out any infor-
mation about its pricing but has made the base game free and
previewed a lot of the new visuals and features coming to the
remake. 

Reliving the past 
The hype for the upcoming 'Starcraft' remaster got me inter-

ested in trying out some of Blizzard's older games to see how they
hold up as well as come to terms with how games age and what
that means to the art-form. So I picked up 'Diablo 2' (and its
expansion) to test how much of its former glory it can relive after
17 years. Surprisingly enough - it's still one of the most fun and
captivating gaming experiences you can find. 

Before getting into 'D2''s many pros and prevalent cons - let
me provide a small run-down of other older (dated?) games I've
tried over the last few years, some of which I've never played
before. Firstly, 'Half-Life' and its sequel still retain their pristine
quality. The first one might suffer from a slightly too long game

length and tedious platforming sections but overall it's a magnifi-
cent package that I would recommend to anyone. Its sequel (and
its expansion episodes), now almost 13 years old, somehow man-
ages to top it's legendary predecessor with stellar visuals and a
collage of set-pieces that make most modern games quaint in
comparison. I also recently finished 'Metroid Prime’ (the 2001
Gamecube exclusive) on my PC and it was a blast. 

On the other side of this spectrum, I tried 'Fallout: 2' (a game I
missed out on growing up) and couldn't really get into it. The UI
was bleak and un-friendly and the story was too cryptic and slow.
Admittedly, I'm in the minority having that opinion on 'Fallout'
but I proved to myself that I am not looking at everything with
rose-tinted classes filled with nostalgia. This made me slightly

Standing tall in the age of remasters
By Aakash Bakaya

Maybe it's not really the "age" of re-masters, not just yet in any case. But as the PC gaming market grows, pub-
lishers are starting to realize the enormous value of remaking older classic games. Sometimes, the games
aren't really all that old to begin with while a few remakes are miles from being considered true 'classics'. Last

month, PlatinumGames released the original 'Bayonetta' on Steam to near universal acclaim. It ran like a dream and
proved to publishers that even console exclusives can be reborn on the PC as long as it runs well and still retains the
original's qualities and charms. Remaster releases haven't all been smooth however. 


